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 La Silla Problems Report: On Going 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010168 3.6m w3p6off console remains dark. The PC was found off. It is likely that was not switched on after the 
power failure at the NOB past week and remained unnoticed because 

nobody used until a couple of days ago. Close 

010156 2.2m Remedy Night Log 2.0 cannot retrieve 
DDT 084.D-5041A OBs. Assigned to DHA 

010154 Dimm Last three nights the DIMM stops 
without any message, Telescope is in 
IDLE status 

Not possible to produce a good pointing model. A complete 
mechanical alignment and axis zero adjustment was done. After 
installing a new pointing model, Dimm works fine overnight. Still not 
clear why it only works at the east side. To be Closed. 

010151 2.2m Problems with the Autoguider of 
GROND 

Origins not clear yet.  Monitoring and to be close if no new events 
occur. 

010150 NTT External camera is not reliable The camera must be open with Mozilla, if you open with Internet 
explorer have problem. Close 

010147 2.2m Several time TCS went to Standby in 
OS Panel 

JUR asked the time of occurrence of at least one incident. AGO 
must provide the requested information. 

010142 EFOSC LASC (all sky camera) CCD moved LASCam was repaired and also the lens centered again over the 
detector. Closed. 
 

010139 Harps Exposure meter counter device failed. The Agilent unit should be swapped with the one in CES. 

010132 Other Opslog arriving empty in Autrep JUR: autlog 1.48.1.1 is now installed and working fine in all 
instrument and telescope machines (wferos and w2p2tcs were 
installed yesterday).  All missing files were transferred and their data 
were ingested and tested ok.  The ticket is left open just as a 
reminder to update integration modules. AGO will verify and close 
the item. 
 

010108 3.6m M1 Unit: Calculated value of the axial pads 
A8 force is incorrect 

JFL: The theoretical values are OK.  It is necessary to check the load cell 
calibration before further investigations.  

010009 NTT SOFI detector noise No news. 

010047 ASM Meteo stations operational issues Not implemented yet. No priority has been given. 

 
 La Silla Problems Report: Last Week NTT 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010180 NTT Rotator B, GP1 B motor problem IKA: These motors fails sometimes, and reboot is the 
way to recover it. PLE/JVI will run a motor test to check 
the current consumption. 

010179 2.2m Tcs AG failure several times There was  130 fcdNoVltSrv process running at WFI 
FIera (wwffcd). Waiting for comments from DNOS to 

close it. AGO will comment. 

010178 NTT FITS keywords missing in BIAS and dome FF frames 
 

FLA: TEL keywords are present in fits files I took this 
morning. 
I guess that the offending images were taken with 
TELESCOPE option Disabled in the OS control panel. 
since it is a feature, we CLOSE it. 

010177 3p6 lhaics1 stuck twice, wharps frozen twice Night of 13/03 the LCU failed continuously. Many 
resets and power cycles were necessary before we 
could start observing at 3AM. Finally we had a 
somehow stable system by setting by hand once and 
for all, all the components controlled by the LCU#1 and 
putting all of them in simulation. This implied that we 
could not use the ADC. Nothing wrong found by soft. 
PSI checked the function commanded by the LCU but 



again nothing strange found. Now it is working fine. 
Monitoring. 

. 

010176 2.2m Exposure sequence aborted IKA: The problem started due fcdexp process had died at 
sparc. Startup solved the problem. Status CLOSED 

010174 2.2m Telescope jumps Nothing wrong found. Jumps could be attributed to a soft 
earthquake. Close 

010173 NTT EFOSC2 He lamp (almost) dead Lamp replaced. Close 

010171 GEN All Sky Camera failed (no image) Some of the fine wires that connect the CCD chip to 
the head PCB were corroded. After replaced, the 

camera works fine in the lab. It did not work at Dimm 
because the lascam software is not properly 

configured to start using the commands described in 
the written procedure. This will be followed by SOF 

010170 GEN Alarm in the NOB Bad board in the Schmidt alarm monitor. The board was 
replaced. Close 

 
 
 La Silla Technical Action Points 
Telescope 
/General/ 
Safety 

Create 
Date Problem Short Description Action Status Deadline 

NTT 2/20/10 Heater Power parameter is not 
displayed on SOFI-ICS. 
 

In the 'isidevTempConducQuery.c' file on the 
'isidev module' there is a variable called 
'HeaterResistance' which must be fixed to 100 
(ohms).  ASE will implement it. 

Not 
assigned 

 

NTT 10/1/08 
Install Shack Hartmann 
calculation of seeing at NTT to 
standardize site testing packages 
with Paranal 

P.Le Saux is trying to integrate the information. Completed 
from 
software 
side 

11/30/08 

3p6 7/01/10 
Set CALIBRATION UNIT IN with 
HARPS DARK function 
 

Assigned to A. Segovia 
 Assigned  

NTT 4/14/09 
Reflections from filters due to 
different angle from the wheel used 
at 3.6m 

Problems to activate the 4th axis in the Mikron CNC 
machine are delaying the start of the work. This work 
will be done in Paranal 

Assigned 8/30/09 

3.6m 11/7/09 
Define 3.6m dome open status as 
hatch#4 open and include it in 
wlsasm dome info file 

Waiting for IKA decision. 
New Not 

assigned 

General 8/18/09 
Remote control of several support 
functions (like hydraulic plants, 
HARPS LED, etc.) is not provided. 

Signals to be controlled have been characterized and 
the control module is selected. 

Assigned  

General 27/1/10 
Video conference and projector must 
be installed in NOB meeting room 

No news from S. Lowery yet Assigned  

General 9/13/09 
The freeze of VLT and/or MIDAS 
software with their libraries in La 
Silla and the corresponding 
hardware potential failure. 

Waiting for the technical time. Klaus Banse is now in 
La Silla and will work in the subject. 

New  

 
 La Silla Change Requests NTT 

CRE 
Number 

Telescope/ 
General Description Status 

20400-
0004 

Old Swiss The new Belgian telescope 
Trappist will be installed in the 
old Swiss T70 building requiring 
several electrical and network 
modification, as well as minor 
work on the building. 

Only roof sealing is pending to finish the work on building.  Instrument should arrive 
next week. 

 3.6m Dome lightning protection All brushes are installed and connected. Closed 

 2.2m 
FEROS Calibration Unit 
Modification It is uncertain that AGI can do the work. Likely, the unit will be sent to Paranal to be 

assembled there (JPI) 

 NTT Rotator B Cabling Re-routing One cable is too thick and must be replaced. A metal piece has to be modified to 
better route the cables. 

 
 

 La Silla Projects  
Telescope/ Instrument 

DESCRIPTION Action 

3.6m HARPS Sec.Guiding The latest news are informing that the system is working at Tomelleri and that on March 16th 

a test with the presence of G.Lo Curto will be done in Verona. Modifications to the 3.6m A test is 
preview at 



instrument flange are planned for the end of the month (March 30) Verona on 
16/03/2010 

GLO 

 
 La Silla Miscellaneous 

Item DESCRIPTION 

Open discussion Following a request of AKA, we spend some time analyzing the lessons we could extract from the past earthquake. A 
short draft was produced and sent to AKA. 

3.6m HARPS Laser Comb Dr. Ronald Holzwarth gave a presentation on the laser comb which was tested in Harps (10.03) 

Events check list WG A working group has been formed to review/generate check lists to be followed after events that can affect La Silla 
operations and/or people, like black out, power glitches, earthquakes, snow. The scope will be primarily technical and 
safety issues that could arise will be handled to the safety engineer. Members: EMA, BAH, JDU, JVI, MVA, AGO 

Power consumption JFL requested to review the start up procedures in order to reduce the time that the hydraulic pumps are running while 
the telescopes are idle. This has a potential saving in the power consumption of about ~2% from the La Silla total. 

Mirror washing The washing of the NTT and 3.6m mirrors that was previewed for this shift had to be postponed since AGI could not 
come to La Silla. 

VLT M1 actuators 
workshop 

During the coming week, the workshop located in ine TRS building,  to repair and calibrate the VLT M1 actuators, will 
be moved to Paranal. 

 
 

Weekly Report of La Silla TMES/DNOS/SLAS 14.12.2009 – 21.12.2009  
Prepared by: PSI/AMA/BAH/JFL 

 
NTT EFOSC NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

9.3 AMA He Lamp change by a new one. 10173 

 
NTT SOFI NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
NTT Telescope/Adapters/Dome/Hydraulics NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

11.3 AMA/PSI/ 
BAH 

Working with all elements at site to prepare the CRE “NTT Rotator B re-routing of 
cabling” 

 

08-15.03.10 VAO Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

 
ASM                                      Dimm                                                                                                        ASM                
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

11.03 JFL, PSI DIMM: A full mechanical adjustment of the telescope base was done, using level 
meter. The platform of the telescope is now horizontal and the zenith position of 
the telescope was corrected introducing new offset values for the encoder, 
according to the documented procedure.  

 

14-16.03 JFL After a slight adjustment of the Az position, a new pointing model was generated 
and installed. Star catalogue updated to FK5 coordinates. Working fine after this. 

 

 
 
 

3.6M HARPS 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

08-15.03.10 GES Daily control of telemetry   M 

10.3 AMA/PSI Readjust of the Cryogenic Level Sensor.  

11.3 AMA Fiber Optic case was borrowed to the Laser TEAM.  (Returned OK 13.3)  

13.03 PSI Lamp4 (ThAr) was found off, when the SW said it was ON. Apparently caused by a 
loose contact between the lamp and its socket. I put some tape to keep the socket 
firmly pressed against the lamp. 

 



13.03 PSI The vacuum alarm of HARPS CCD was triggered, apparently due to a failure of the 
CFC cooling. When I went there to check, the cooling and vacuum was fine again, 
so I suspect it was caused by some temporary obstruction of the LN2 flow (ice?). 
Anyway, what needs to be investigated is the lack of telephone and beeper alarms, 
possibly due to the “upgrade” of our phone system to use security codes (the 
phone line may be blocked to the PULPO dialer). 

 

11.03-13.03 PSI Several problems with HARPS LCU lhaics1 (CFA functions). During the night, the 
LCU froze and needed a reboot. We could not find any problem, and the next night 
(12) the LCU again gave problems of random errors and freezing. Near midnight, I 
replaced the LCU CPU (PPC 2604) and apparently it worked fine for a few hours, 
then it failed again, and required the TIO to go to the telescope several times to 
reboot the LCU. In the end, the observations were carried out leaving the LCU 
functions in simulation after manually positioning them. 

Next day (13), I performed thorough tests, enabled all functions one by one, and 
finally using them all together for several hours without a single failure. During the 
afternoon the normal start-up and calibrations were done without a glitch. Finally, 
the observer of that night performed all his OBs without a single problem.  

Not finding any trace of the original problem, we will monitor this LCU for a while in 
case the failure resurfaces... (Note: the two nights with problems, the observer was 
GLO)  

 

 
3.6M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

08-15.03.10 VAO Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

12.03 PSI During trouble shooting of HARPS LCU I switched the Lock Pins of the telescope 
to local control by mistake: the status lamp of this control is wrong: it shows red 
when in Remote, exactly the opposite of the standard in the 3.6m interlocks. This 
was known by many people (TIOs) so it was even part of a “procedure” to have 
this light in red for normal condition. This needs to be corrected a.s.a.p., and the 
light assigned to the correct status (Local), and the procedure updated accordingly. 

 

9-10.3 AMA/FVA/ 
BAH 

Working in the Lightning Protection CRE, finishing the project  

10.3 AMA Troubleshooting of the emergency remote control after the power fail from NOB to 
change a burned Terminal Strip in the IT Power Distribution Panel. All was OK, but 
we have to reset the Engineering TCS panel. In the future we will put this signal in 
remote mode also. 

 

13.3 AMA Lock pin alpha and delta doesn’t work properly. Problem was in the Local Control 
Box M that was not properly set in Remote mode. This LCB is located in the middle 
area of the telescope behind the cage. 

 

14.3 AMA/JFL Power Quality Data from LEM instrument from the Hydraulic Plant was analyzed 
and the result will be prepared in a separate document by JFL. 

 

 
2.2M WFI 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
2.2M FEROS 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

08-15.03.10 GES Daily control of telemetry   M 

 
2.2M GROND 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
2.2M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

9-10.3 AMA Investigation about Jumps, check of the cables and amplifier behaviour with the 
telescope passing trough the same coordinates reported. This not happened again 
in the present week, so it was closed. 

10174 



08-15.03.10 VAO ,EVE Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

 
 
REM LN2 System/Telescope/Instrument REM 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

11.03 GSM, PSI LN2 tanks exchanged. Note that the announced warm up of REM was cancelled, 
since the Italian mission to service the telescope was cancelled for lack of optical 
support in La Silla (AGI in sick leave). 

 

 
Schmidt QUEST Cam/Telescope/Dome/Hydraulics Schmidt 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

15.03 PSI After power fail during the night, the hydraulic system went off and did not restart (it 
needs a manual start). Therefore the telescope did not observe last night and this 
morning I started the pumps to bring the telescope back to its stow position. D. 
Rabinotwitz was informed, and a procedure to restart the telescope is needed 
when a power fail occurs at night. 

 

08-15.03.10 VAO Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

 
General NTCCD General 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

13.03-14.03 PSI In preparation for the transfer of the NTCCD assembly and testing to Garching, I 
have assembled the last head: NTCCD #66 for GALACSI. Now is being tested 
before shipping it to Garching together with all the spare parts and components for 
new heads. 

 

 
Site General Maintenance and Infrastructure Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

08-15.03.10 FVA IN - 1D - UPS - Power House - Heating Plant M 

 
Site Logistics / Safety / Security Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
 
Misc. Miscellaneous Misc. 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

10.9 AMA Participation in the NOB IT burn main power terminal strip contact by using the 
FLUKE IR Thermograph to check the Panel Distribution. 

 

11-12.3 GIH/AMA/ 
BAH/LGO 

Participation in Nelson Montano Funeral on Antofagasta. La Silla delegation.  

14.3 AMA Relocation of Halogen lamps from NTT store room to the Optic Laboratory. 
1. Four Lamps 230Vac 1000W 
2. Twenty six Lamps 230 Vac 650W 
3. Twenty two Lamps  230Vac 300W 
4. Seven Lamps GE 230Vac 150W 
5. Fifth teen Lamps Osram 230Vac 150W  

 

14.03 AMA, PSI La Silla All Sky Camera failed a few days ago, after it had its fan replaced. There 
was no image, just readout noise. After inspection of the electronics and the CCD 
chip itself, I found that again some of the fine wires that connect the CCD chip to 
the head PCB were corroded (from a previous event of condensation a couple 
years ago). Two of the 8 wires were broken at the point where they attach to the 
chip. They probably broke after the vibration produced by the fan replacement. 
Replacing them by new ones restored the camera functionality.  

The camera fisheye lens was mechanically centred over the CCD frame so the 
webpage screen indications of the 3 telescopes pointing direction should match the 
correct area in the sky. This was misaligned since the last servicing. The camera 
was refocused and installed in its place at the DIMM pillar. However, the wlascam 
computer is unable to provide images after the camera was disconnected and 
reconnected. It seems that the lascam software is not properly configured to start 
using the commands described in the written procedure. This will be followed by 

 



SOF (ASE)  

08-15.03.10 VAO ,FVA, 
EVE, GES 

32 WO From Maximo Preventive Maintenance electric and mechanic M 

10.03.10 FVA, GES, 
JCU, BAH 

The terminals burned from past incident were replaced in the Vax electric 
distribution board (NOB). All electric boards in NOB building were checked for a 
proper tightening. 
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List of Acronyms 

AGO: Andrés González TMES 
AMA: Agustin Macchino   TMES 
API: Aldo Pizarro  SUPP 
ASA: Ariel Sánchez DNOS 
BAH: Bernardo Ahumada TMES 
EMA: Eduardo Matamoros DNOS 
EVE: Enrique Vera TMES 
FCA: Francisco Cáceres DNOS 
 

FLA: Francisco Labraña DNOS 
FOL: Francisco Olivares MEC 
FRO: Francisco Rodríguez MEC 
FVA: Francisco Valdivia TMES 
GIH: Gerardo Ihle 
GSM: Gerardo Smith TMES 
JCA: Jorge Castizaga SLAS 
JDU: Javier Duk SLAS 
 

JFI: José Figueroa MEC 
JFL: Juan Fluxá TMES 
JPI: Juan Carlos Pineda MEC 
JUR: Josefina Urrutia SOF 
JVA: Javier Valenzuela   SUPP 
JVI: Jorge Vilaza   TMES 
ILO: Ignacio López TMES 
LGA: Leonardo Gallegos DNOS 
LRO: Luis Romero TMES 
 

LWE: Luis Wendegass TMES 
MCA: Mónica Castillo DNOS 
MPI: Manuel Pizarro DNOS 
PAR: Pablo Arias DNOS 
PLS: Paul Le Saux DNOS 
PSI: Peter Sinclaire  TMES 
PVE: Pablo Vergara MEC 
RHU: Ramón Huidobro SLAS 
VAO: Oscar Varas TMES 

 


